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The work in 123 may be viewed as an extension of Dowker’s result. Let Y be a 
metric space. A homotopy F: X + Y is said to be of width 43, writteir pi GB, if 
for each x E X the path _Fx has length less than or equal to B. Also, giveri homotopic 
maps f. - fl :X -) Y we define 
hd( f0, ft) = inf{!Fl IF is a homotopy of f0 to fi}. 
We showed that if Y is a _ompact Riemannian manifold with finite fundamental 
group there exists a sequence of numbers (&( Y)} such that far any XV dim X 
andf+f&C+ Y we have hd(fo, f,)cbJY). 
As a result of the present study we are able to give an alternate and technically 
more useful definition of these numbers based on a condition on d hono30py which 
is stronger than both uniform and “bounded width. The co&ition is that of being 
Lipschitz. A path a: 4 -) Y into a compact metric space, (Y, d), is called Lipschitz 
if for some conqtant a~ > K s 0 we have that d(&), cr(t’)) s Kit - t’l for all t, t’ in 
I. The infimum of all such K is called the Lipschitz constant for u. The notion of 
Lipschitz homotopy is also defined. An important property of the space of Lipschitz 
paths is that for each K the subspace of paths with Lipsch&z constant SK is 
compact (Arzela-liscoli Theorem, [4, pS 2671). TM 3s the basis of a variety of 
applications inAnalysis. We were also able to exploit his property in [2]. 
implicit in that work is the close relationship between the notions of Lipschitz 
homotopy, homotopy oi bounded width and uniform homotopy. Below we make 
that relationship explicit. For example 
Theorem. ;9TX is a locally compact paracmpact space, Y is a compct Riemannian 
manifold and ff is a hmotqpy of bounded width B, then for any c: > 0 we may 
deform H, mod (X x (0, 1)) RI (B Lipsckitz homotopy H’ with constant SB f 6. 
In fact H’ may be chosen arbitrarily close to H in a sense to be defined. 
An immediate consequence is that under these hypothesis, the homotopy distance 
and the Lipachitz distance are the same on the function space Yx. This is particularly 
important from a technical point of view since, as was shown in [2], the growth of 
the numbers b,,( Y) depends on certain compact subspaces Cn of Yx into which 
homotopies may be deformed. 
Previously, we did not have explicit represent ives of the spaces C,,* As 
consequence of the present work we know that certain subspaces of the space of 
it;r, pat!Is are suitabie choices for these sp 
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Ids am inckd examples of our abstract 
will require strong ometric hypothesis on Y, the target of our 
ver, in this sectian we only require that Y be a metric space. 
1.1. We wilf the symbol ‘7’ to represent a finite partition of the unit interval, 
thatis,a~uenocO~~~Ctl<*.~Ct, = 1, for some n. Given two partitions Tand 
7’wewrite7<7’ift~7impliesrEt’. 
n. (a) The length of a path o:l* Y is defined by the formula 
SUP{ i db(ti), a(ti - 1))) 
i=3 
taken over ali partitions. 
(b) For any space X, the width of a homotopy, H: X x I-9 Y, is given by 
sup(lH,I: x G X}, 
where H, is the path H,(t) = H(x, t). 
We can now define the various types of homotopies that we wiil be concerned 
with. Again we are conisdering a homotopy H: X x I + Y. 
1.3. n. (a) If IHI K 00, then H is said to be a homotopy of banded width. 
(b) The Lipschirt constant of a homotopy H: X x I + Y is given by 
SW{ dW(x, 0, Hk t’)): x E x t t, E I It _ /VI ? 9 I . 
If L(H) <m, then H is called Lipschitz. 
0 there exist a S > 0 such that 
th uniform and of bound& 
S 
Here X is not uniform but IE?/ = I. 
Thus strictly speaking one has only the following diagram of imphcations, 
U-3 bounded width +- Lipschitz 3 uniform 
On thv2 other hand both the examples are tlra some exteqt art&N a&i in ,some 
sense inessential in that they both differ from a Ligkhitz homotopy by 8 slight 
perturbation. In the first example, hl can be defohrmed in an arbitrarily sm8lI 
neighborhood of (0,O) to produce a Lipschitz homotopy. In the se&& Srmple, 
a reparameterization f X x 1 (see below) produces 8 Lipschitz, hena uniform 
homotopy. 
From a technical point of view the principle result of this paper sa&ys th8t under 
reasonably general hypothesis on X and r, the above notions of homotopies are 
equivalent up to such ‘slight perturbations’. 5s we now make precise. 
1.6. Defxaidon. For a pair of homoropies G, H: X x I + Y, we my that G is a 
reparametuization of H if G = H 0 12, where h :X x I +X x I is 8 homeomorphism 
such that ~th(n, t) = x, for all (x, t) E X x I, and p2Ct(x, i) = & for all x and i = 0, 1. 
Here pI and p2 are the projections onto the factors of X x I, 
We will refer to h as a reparameterizcp: 
1.7. Lenarmna. If G is a reparametedzaticn of H, then G -H (mod(X x I)). 
H(.r, s, t) = H(x, (1 - t)p2h(x, s) + b). 
Then F is a homotopy from G to H, mod(X x I). 
Observe that Teparameterization &fines am equivalence r lation on the set Yx “‘. 
Let h (X9 Y) denote the set of equivalence classes under this relation. 
We now make the additional assumption that% Y is wmpact, TbriS insures that 
the*metric on Y induces ametric d on Yxxr by the usual formula. 
(I 63) di.G, ?;B) = sup~d(G(x, i4js H(x, 6)): (x, t) e X x I), 
One iq also able to define a metric S on k(X, Y) by puttin 
J ’ “1 
s a(.?, 0’) + a@‘, H’h) 
6 &FG’) + d(G”h, H’h) 
= d(F’, G’) +ii(G”, H’) 
We shall need the fallowing property of ih(X, Y): 
1.12. Lemma. If H, H’ E [H], then IHI = lH'1. l’%us ‘width’ factors through h (X, Y)* 
1.13. Given fo, ft : X -) Y, let U fo, fl) 6 k (X, Y) be: the set of all equivalence classes . 
of homotopbs between fo and ft containing at least one Lipschitz hornotopy. 
Similarl~~ defined U( fo, fi) and B(& fr) for the irotions of uniform and bounded 
width homotopy. 
Mat we will prove is th.at under suitable conditions 
The proof requires further hypothesis on Y: However they are not required #for 
one of the key lemmas. We end this section with that lemma. 
Given a libmotopy hl: X x I + Y we define a path length function p: X x I =+ 
formula p(x, t) = IH&], where II&I is the length of rhe segment of 
y Define tr-‘:XXd+I!CXI by 
Clearly h - ! is one to one and continuous. To 6h6w -&at k, - (k ~‘)%WN;&or#!&& 
morphism we need oniy check that h** is q#e~. Twt fdkrklvs fmn thel,#$ that 
since X is 10cal1y conipkct it c&&be cover&S by Optin get8 i3+ with ‘&mp&t ciosike 
and such that h”loa XI is a homeoinorphism. 
To complete the proof we observe that 
Thus assuming t’ S t, 
d(Hh(x, s), Hh(x, s’))sp(x, t)-ptx, t’) 
qs--sI)p(x, l)+,c(s -S’)-e+8r) 
s (s - S’>(lHI + 8). 
2. Locally convex geo&sic stmctwes 
In this section we prove our main tech&A lemma. The results are stated in 
terms of a class of compact metric spaces whr:h we now describe axiomatically. In
fact 2.1 below simply records the specific properties of Riemannian manifolds that 
we will use in our arguments. 
2.i.. Definition (6. [fi]). A locally convex geodesic structure for a compact metric 
space Y is a quintuple W, A, (V$+ ‘y, K) where 
(1) U Is a neighbxhoob of the diagonal in Y x 1’. 
(2) rn:UXd-, Y is a lmap such that for all (~0, ~1) EU, 
(a) A(yo, yl, t) = yt for t = 0, 1, 
W MYO, yt, O=A(yl, YO, 1-t) for all td 
(~1 MYO, A (YO, ylst), s) = A(Yo, ~1, $0 for alI 8, 1 E 4 
(4 A(~(Yo,Y~,~),Y~,~)=A(Yo, yl,t+s(l-t))foralls,trI, 
(3) ( Vk)fal is a finite open cover of Y with Lcbesgue number 7 and such that 
Vi~~~i~tTa~dh(Vi~Vj~l)=V~for~lli. 
(4 For all (~0, yd E U and ?E I, I&, Yl,lj( = td(y0, yl)& Here htyo,Y1 t) . . . is the path 
A c~+YI.dd = A 0’0, ~1, d. 
(5) K is a constant such that for all i and all x, yo, y1 E. Vi and s G I the path 
cw,W = A. (A@, yu, s), A (x, y;, s), t) has length Icu,~ s ~sla& 
The importance cdf a lot 
between sufficiently close points in a very controlle 
rivia\ consequence of (2)(b) and (2)(c) and is incl 
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( : -J~m&*ifliibir K’vm be crpil~ a?& SrnCW~ consfcl~t. A spa* tugetM% with a ibcdly 
~&good&c structure on it Mll be called an LCG-spa&t. From tiou; on we will 
asswk~at Y is i&n LCG-space with LCG-structure (U, A, ( Vi)fmI, 7, K). 
-%!e really My have one example of LCG-spaces in mind. 
22. Th*m. If Y is a compact Riemannian mantfqld, thq fdw agy open cover uf 
Y and&y e > 0 t&Ye exists a locally coflvex g&ksic structure! with structure cmstunt 
5 < 1 + e and s&h that (Vi) refines the cover. p . *.a ,“~. * . 
A sketch of the proof is given in the appendix where the Vi that are used are 
the “anvex neighborhoods given by Whitehead’s theorem [9] and A is essentially 
the exponential map* 
In order to see that something close to the structure of a Riemannian manifold 
is necessary befork one has a LCG-structure one need only consider the neighbor- 
hoods of the vertex of a cone embedded in Euclidean space. 
If the angle of the vertex is less than say $v, then no neighborhood of the vertex 
has uxiique geodesics between every pair of points. In particular, the embedded 
cone does not admit an LCG-structure. 
2.1(5) can be extended as follows: 
2.3. Lemma. Let fa, fl : I + Y be two1 p&u of finite lenrgth. Let I- be a paititkm of 1 
such thl t for each ti E T there exkt;s .z 1.:. Hfth f&tj, ti+J)Ufi([ti, td+,])C Vj- Letting 
f;(t) = I;(fo(t), fj(t)* S), 0 s s s 1, W? ktivc 
IfsI s Kc(I -S)lfd+Slfd)* 
Proof. Since length is additive we may assume j&, fi : I + Vi for some i. Next, let 
7’ be an arbitrary partition of I. In order to prove the kmma it is sufficient o check 
that for each t; E T’ we have 
(2.4) d(f~(t~),fi(t~+l))~K((l-s)d(fo(t;),fo(t;+n))+sd(ft(t:),f*(t;+l)))~ 
Since by summing these inequalities, we get 
C d(f,(t;), fs(tj+l)) w (K((l -dlfol+Slf$ 
To check (2.4) we apply 2.1(S) twice. First to (f&i), fo&, ), fi(e; )) and then to 
(f,( tl,, fi(t;+l ), fO(t;+l ). Letting xJ = A (f&+1 ), fdt: A s?, we have 
. 
%, t, 4 = A G!x, 0, m, 0, s). 
2.6. D&Wm, If T is a partiikm of f and H:X x I + Y is a hoxnot@i mch that 
&3(x, tr), H(x, t)) < 8 s r for ail i, ti s t s t i+l and rr E X+ then we @@ne a lbomotupy 
MH, T] :X x I + Y by the formarla 
2.7. Lemma. 
(a) u’(LZH, s], If) = 2s. 
(b) SfHS T] has bounded width s IHI. 
(c) X/?f, T] has a continuous path length fuadm~, 
(d) If T < T’, then Sll’fmH, 71, T’] = %$H9 T’]. 
Proof. Using X1(4): (a) For ti G t s ti + 1 WQ? have 
d (qhf, T](x, t), H(x, ti)) g d{kixp ti), H(x, ti+l)) c E 
SO the result follows from the triangle inequality. 
(b) IflH, 71x1= C d(W(x, gi), H(x, ti+i)) s IHE* 
kj The path Den function for WH, T] is given by the formula 
Continuity follows by induction on 1. 
Using 2. t(2): (d) Follows by a straig$ttkward algebraic evaluatian of the 
expressions involt ed. 
ompact space, then for any uniform homwpy H 
ipschitz homotopy fi such that: 
E%Dd, Eivery bcall~ compacf paracompact space is a disjoint union of open and . ” * * 
&wd tr--o&gati. s@sp&& [43 p. 2413, so it will be su&ient to consider that X 
is becompac% fhat is when X can be represented as a union Ur=, Xi of apen sets 
such that .Zd is compact and Zi c Xi+1 for all i. 
The proof cMxItialIy con&t of petiorming an infinite sequence of applications 
of 2.8, with the iCh step fearing everything outside of Fi+l -Xi-.1 unchanged. By 
a standard argument we are able to combine these modifk’ation to produce I? and 
the required homottipy. 
We be@n bj considermg Hlgl. Since 22 is compact, HlXz is uniform and we 
may select a partition 71 such that: 
(0 &H&i %Hi% TI]) < min(k, Y), 
(ii) nHlX*, TJ has bounded width ~1~1 and a continuous path length function. 
E et ‘p11 :X + I be a continuous function with value 0 SC X -X2 value 1 on 21. 
We define HI ; :‘f + Y as foilows 
We now define F: X x I x [0, $I-+ V by settin 
F(x, t, s: = A (H(x, c*), 
F(x, t, s)=A(Y~-,(x, t), H,(x, t), 2’S-(2’-2))* 
The verification of the various induction hypothesis are similar to the case i = 1 
except for (5) which ~8:s V~ZUOUS there, To check (5) we app& @.7(d) t0 see that 
on XiD1 
To complete the proof tre let 
I%, t) = Hr(x, t), x EX~-~ and F(x, t, 1) = Lf(x, t). 
Since Hi(x, t)=Hk(x9 t) fcr kai, XEX I-1 these functios?s are w&L defined and 
continuous. Moreover by (3) und (4) n has bounded width SK/Z?~ md a c&tinuous 
path length function. Hence \uy 1.14 we can find 3 reparameterizer h such that 
fi = Rh is Lipschitz with t(a) s KIHI + cp. 
We give three applications CA ‘1,.8 and 2.9. !n the first two cases we assutie that 
X IS 8 locally compact pz f Jcomprtct space. 
In 121, we defined the tl~motqry +issanc% between two functions by 
hd(fo, fl b = inf{iHi: PP is ti hwrotoFy from f. to fi}. 
ne the kmce by i 
Proof. Necessity follows at once from 2.8 and sufficiency for locally compact 
paracompact spaces follows at once from 2.9. It therefore only remains to show 
sufficiency in the case of X being a non-locally compact countable simplicial 
complex. 
We can consider such an X to be subdivided so as to obtair,. simplicinl approxima- 
tions go and gl to fo and !I, respectively, with respect o some triangulation of Y 
Since gi is continguous tofr, i = 0, 1, the functions Li :X 9 I x y’ given by 
Lr(x, t) = (I,- t&W + t&w 
are continuous and 
‘jd(fh a> s f.r/,l 6 max{diameter of a simplex of YJ. 
Since hd( fo, fj) < 00, we have lad@,, gl) i dc. 
Now since X is countable, there exists a locally compact simplicial complex K 
and homotopy equivalences & :X e K : # tuch thait $4 is contiguous to the identity 
on X [S, p. 137]. Since hd(gorCI, g&) < hd(gO, gr) < 00, we know from 2.9 that there 
is a uniform (indeed Lipschib) homotopy G: go+ - g& If H = &i(+ X Id& then 
IH! f 09 and H is a uniform homotopy from g&$ - g&L But g& and gl$# are 
continuous so we may define a uniform homotopy F: fo - fi by 
where yi = p,~p~v!. ‘“I%-us we have 
- S>lloo v~l[ 
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